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<ar K o lv le n f e l
A Nam Quenya Scnrencc
Analysed 6y ChrasropheR Qilson and Rimlck (Uynne
The collection of J. R. R. Tolkien's manuscripts at Mar
quette University in Milwaukee is well known as an abun
dant source of information for those interested in the study
of Tolkien's Elvish languages. One of the more intriguing
items to be found there is an unpublished sentence in
Quenya, accompanied b y an English translation, telling of
the com ing of Orome to Koivieneni, the Waters of
Awakening. This sentence does not occur in connection
with the text of any story. According to Taum Santoski it
is written on a tom sheet of paper, ong side of which bears
the sentence and much other linguistic material,1 the op
posite side bearing part of a draft from "The Riders of
Rohan."
The sentence and translation are as follows:

Eldar ando kakainen loralyar
Koivienenissen tnennai Orome tanna
lende i erenekkoitan[n]ie.
T h e elv e s w ere lo n g ly in g aslee p a t
K o iv ie n en i u n til O ro m e c am e thith er
th a t h e m ig h t a w a k e them .
u (Text © copyright 1990 the Tolkien Trust)

The M anuscript
Our preliminary study of the Koivieneni sentence was
conducted using a transcription provided by Taum. In
order that we might verify the transcription and transla
tion of the text before publication, Jorge Quinonez re
quested a photocopy of the part of the manuscript contain
ing the sentence, and this was provided by Charles B.
Elston, Archivist at Marquette University Library.2 The
photocopy confirmed the essential accuracy of Taum's
transcription, but it has also raised three issues regarding
the proper interpretation of the manuscript:
1. It looks very much like the final n of K oiv ien en issen
is a later addition. The n is written much smaller than the
surrounding letters, and it leaves a significantly narrower
space between K o iv ien en issen and m en n ai than the spaces
between .words elsewhere in the sentence. This could
simply be the correction of an oversight, or it could indi
cate that the final n in this inflected form (where it is the
plural marker) is redundant, since the i in neni 'waters' is
itself a plural marker. In other words, perhaps the form
K o iv ien en isse was grammatically correct in the sentence
but Tolkien decided that K o iv ien en issen was "m ore cor
rect."
2. Tolkien first wrote e r en ek k o ita n ie as the last word in
the Quenya text. The manuscript shows another « written

beneath the final e, and to the immediate left of this n is a
symbol shaped like an I. The vertical stroke of this symbol
stands midway between the original n i in the word so that
its upper horizontal stroke touches the pair of them, while
the lower one aligns with the bottom of the additional n.
The textual situation suggests two varying interpreta
tions. One is that this I is a symbol by which Tolkien meant
to indicate that the adjacent n should be inserted between
the n i above it, emending the form of the last word to
eren ekkoitan n ie. The alternate interpretation we must
consider is that we actually have the word In here, written
on the page before Tolkien composed the Koivieneni sen
tence, and that its juxtaposition is entirely an accident with
no further significance for the text.
Any choice between these interpretations requires con
sideration of the larger context of the manuscript. The
English translation is written below (and slightly to the left
of) the Quenya sentence. At the end of the third line of this
translation, directly below the In, there is a word scored
through and difficult to read except that it begins with an
elaborate capital D . W e know this word was written before
the English text, because in that text the last word "them "
was written beneath "aw ake" in order to avoid running
into this deleted word.
This and other aspects of the arrangement of forms on
the fairly crowded manuscript page suggest that the
Koivieneni sentence and its translation w ere written after
(and fit into the spaces between and to the left side of) a
running sequence of lingustic notes each of which Tolkien
left incomplete, and two of w hich began with the words
"In " and " D -". For this reason we remain hesitant about
the reading of the last word in the sentence and have given
the ambivalent spelling eren ek k o ita n ln jie.
3.
Tolkien apparently gives alternate endings for both
the sentence and its translation. Beneath the words "that
he might" is written "-to-", and beneath that is a symbol
resembling that used for proportional variation, i.e. not
unlike "«>" with the left side open. If Tolkien intended this
as an indication for replacement, then the latter part of the
translation would read "...until Orome came thither to
awake them." Following the word eren ek k o ita n [n ]ie in the
third line of the sentence (and separated from it by a space
somewhat wider than those within the sentence) is the
phrase na s e n e k k o ita , which has been underlined. Since
na can mean 'to' in Quenya, there seems to be a logical
connection between this phrase and the change in the
English. And if we take this to be an alternate form of the
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Elvish the result w ould seem to b e . . . m en nai Orottte tanna
letide n a s e n e k k o ita .
It is difficult to say exactly what Tolkien intended by
these variant endings; n a s e n e k k o ita and " -t o - " may have
been emendations of the text, but neither i eren ekkoita n [n ]ie nor "that he m ight" are crossed out. W e do not
seem to be dealing with the correction of grammatical
errors or a change in Tolkien's conception of Quenya
grammar, since i e ren ek k o ita n [n ]ie 'that he might awake
them' and n a s e n e k k o ita 'to awake them' both appear to
be grammatically valid but slightly varying means of ex
pressing the same concept in both English and Quenya.
Until such time as further information becomes available,
we can merely note the existence of alternate endings to
the text as first written.

The Text
W e now proceed w ith a discussion of the grammar of
the sentence and its relation to the rest of the Quenya
corpus. W e will use the following abbreviations, with page
references to the H oughton Mifflin hardcover editions:
I = The Fellowship o f the Ring
III = The Return o f the King
L = The Letters ofJ.R .R . Tolkien
LR = The Lost Road
LT = The Book o f Lost Tales, Part One
M C = The M onsters and the Critics
OM1, OM2, OM3 = versions of Oilima Markirya
(MC-220f, 213f, 221f)
S = The Silmarillion
U = Unfinished Tales

Line 1
Eldar: 'T h e elves", nominative plural of e ld a 'elf.' The
definite article does not occur in the Quenya. Compare
lau rie la n ta r la s s i surinen 'like gold fall the leaves in the
wind,' from Galadriel's Lament.
undo : "long". This is an adverb meaning 'for a long
time.' Compare A n d a v e la itu v a lm e t 'Long we will praise
them' (III-231, L-308).3 Quenya temporal adverbs ending
in - o can be found throughout the the corpus, beginning
with v o r o 'ever74 in the Qenya Lexicon (1915). We find the
adverbs en to 'next7and r a to 'soon' in the sentence of Arctic
(a form of Quenya) appearing in the Appendix to The
Father Christmas Letters (c.1931-1933), and finally o io 'ever,
everlastingly7 is given in the notes to Namarie in The Road
Goes Ever On (1967).
A n do may be the genitive or partitive5 form of the
adjective a n d a 'long,' representing ellipsis of a longer
original phrase, such as lum e undo6 'from/of a long time.'
Therefore a n d o would literally mean 'from long' or 'of
long,' and this latter phrase actually occurs in English.
According to the OED, o f long is an obsolete expression
meaning 'since a remote period, for a long time past.'
This pattern o f derivation of adverbs in o from adjec
tives in -a also fits two of the other examples. Ento 'next7
seems to derive from en ta 'that yonder7( ebase EN-) in the
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sense 'at that future time' (cf. LR-399: "whereas en yonder
[EN] of time points to the future"), and o io 'everlastingly7
derives from o ia 'everlasting7(LR-379).
k a k a in e n : "w ere . . . lying". The elem ent k a i- at the
heart of this word derives from the base KAY- Tie down'
given in The Etymologies. The verb forms k a ir e 'lay7 in the
earliest version of Oilima M arkirya and c a it a 'lies' in
Namarie must also be closely related. Reduplication of the
initial consonant and vowel of a verb stem was one of the
means by which Quenya formed frequentatives (cf.fifiru 'slowly fade away7 < fir- 'die, fade,' MC-223), and one of
the functions of the frequentative is to indicate an action
taking place over an extended period of time.7 This seems
to be the application in k a ka in en , and the reason it is
translated by the progressive past tense 'were lying7rather
than the simple past la y .' This extended or progressive
sense is further specified b y the adverb a n d o 'long.'
The suffix -n e is used in Quenya to mark the past tense
of certain verbs, e.g. o rta n e '(she) lifted up,' past tense of
o r ta - 'to rise, raise' or m em e pa.t. of m ere <M ER- 'wish'
(LR-373). The past tense of k a k a i- 'to be lying' could then
be k a k a in e 'was lying78 w ith plural form k a k a in e n 'were
lying.' The use of n as a plural marker in verbs is not
unknown in Quenya. W e have o n d o lin nin qan eron 'the
rocks lay white' in OM1, and w in g ild in . . . a lkan tam eren
'the foam-maidens . . . made it shine' and tyulm in . . .
a iq a lin ka u td ro n 'the tall masts bent7 in Earendel. In each
of these the plural n is preceded by -re or -ro and the subject
noun is in the dative, characteristics which do not apply to
e l d a r . . . k a ka in en . But the use of plural -n also occurs in
certain cases of the noun, such as genitive elen io n 'of stars/
ald a ro n 'of trees,' or locative m ah a lm a ssen '(upon)
thrones.' And the ablative case shows both n in the Book
Quenya declension c iry a llo n , la s s e llo n and also -r in
e len iilo r p e lla '[from] beyond the stars' in OM3. So we are
not surprised that the verb, like the noun, has more than
one mark of plurality, nor should we try to anticipate the
range of application of variant endings.
There are past-tense forms where the marker -ne is
assimilated to the final consonant of the base, and these
have plurals in -r. Thus ulle, intransitive past tense of ulya'pour7(LR-396), apparently from original *ul-ne, has plural
u llier in LR-47. Likewise note e lle 'came' (<*el-ne), plural
eller, both in Nieninque. But there are as yet no published
examples of past tense plural verbs where the suffix -ne
remains unassimilated and readily evident as the suffix.
Ironically there are past tense singular forms that end in
-r, e.g. * lunte lin gan er 'the boat hummed like a harpstring7(in Earendel). Whatever the explanation of these9 tire
resulting ambiguity between singular and plural might
account for a distinctive plural *lingane-n modelled after
*lingane-ro-n, *lingane-re-n. We must await publication of
further examples to confirm or refute this.
Another possible interpretation of k a k a in e n is worth
looking at. Quenya uses the bare stem of a verb as an
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infinitive after "see" or "hear7'. (See MC-223, note to line
23.) In OM2 we have examples of verb forms ending in -ne
used in such positions, e.g. M an ten u va suru la u s t a n e . . .
o n d o li lo s s e k a r k a n e W h o shall hear the wind roaring ...
the white rocks snarling.' Since these forms are identical to
past-tense stems, it seems likely that they function here as
past infinitives, literally meaning 'who shall hear the wind
to have roared . . . the white rocks hairing snarled.’ This usage
may indicate that the "roaring" and "snarling" are actions
which precede the time of hearing, although this temporal
distinction is not readily apparent in Tolkien's
translation.10
Tolkien's notes on Cirion's Oath explain how the
Quenya infinitive en y a lie 'recalling' is put in the dative
case en y a lien 'for the recalling, to recall or commemorate'
in V anda s in a t e r m a m v a . .. a lc a r e n y a lie n "This oath shall
stand in memory of the glory" (U -305,317). This use of the
dative infinitive to express purpose is comparable to one
of the uses of dative nouns, as in E ldain en k d rier Isil, nan
hildin U r-anar 'For Elves they made the Moon, but for
Men the red Sun' (LR-72), the purpose of making the Moon
and Sun being for (the benefit of) Elves and Men.
But the dative of a noun can also be used to express the
means by which an action is accomplished, as in e l l e r . . .
lo sselie telerin w a, talin p a p ta la ss e lin d e e n 'came [action].
. . the white people of the shores of Elfland, with feet
[means] like the music of falling leaves' in Nieninque. (Here
talin 'w ith feet7 is dative plural o f td l 'foot,' LR-390.) It
follows that when one action is accomplished by means of
another action the latter m ight be expressed by the dative
of an infinitive. And it seems a natural possibility for the
dative of a past infinitive to be used, signifying that the
action providing the m eans preceded the time of the action
accomplished. Under this interpretation then * k a k a in e 'to
have lain' occurs here in the dative k a k a in e n 'in lying,
having lain'11 to express the means whereby the Elves
were lo r a ly a r 'asleep,' their repose being a precondition
of their sleep.
lo r a ly a r "asleep", plural of *lo ra ly a . This derives from
the base LO S- 'sleep,' whence also lore 'slumber7and lorna
'asleep' (LR-370), or root LO RO 'slumber,' whence lor- 'to
slumber' (LT-259). The suffix -y a is a common adjectival
ending,12 so lo r a ly a r m ay be an adjective modifying Eldar.
A closely comparable form is p in ily a 'small' (MC-220). For
the syntax of E ldar undo k a k a in e n lo ra ly a r 'elves long
were lying asleep,' with adjective following the verb but
modifying the subject, cf. la s s i la n ta r lau rie 'Jeaveis fall
golden,' in the version of G aladriel's Lament with "more
normal" word-order in Tolkien's notes for The Road Goes
Ever On.
If k a k a in e n is the case form of an infinitive, then
lo r a ly a r would be the predicate of the sentence, i.e.
lo ra ly a r 'are asleep.' For use of an adjective this way note
T oi trim ar 'which are beautiful' (punctuated as a complete
sentence) and Ilu v a n y a 'The world is fair' (LR-72) show
ing that the verb 'to be' is optional with a predicate adjec-
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tive. But note that -y a is also a common verb ending, and
another form closely comparable to lo r a ly a r is the verb
m irily a - 'glitter7 (LR-372). Indeed we cannot insist on a
strict distinction betw een adjective and verb in every con
text in Quenya as pairs like v ery a - 'to dare,' v ery a 'bold'
demonstrate.

Line 2
K oiv ien en issen : "a t K oivieneni", i.e. 'at the W aters of
Awakening,' the lake in the northeast of Middle-earth
where the first Elves awoke. K o iv ien en i is a plural form
and occurs here with the locative plural suffix -ssen. The
initial element k o iv ie 'awakening7 is given in QL as a
derivative o f the root KO Y O Tiave life' (LT-257), and the
suffix - ie identifies it as a gerund. The second elem ent neni
'waters' is the plural of nen (pen-) 'water' (cf. The
Etymologies s.v. NEN-).
The form K o iv ien en i presents us w ith a chronological
conundrum. It only appears in The Book o f Lost Tales, Part
One
and in all subsequent versions of the First-Age
material, from the "Sketch of the Mythology" (1926) on
ward, the name appears as Cuivienen or K u iv ien en 'W ater
of Awakening.' It is remarkable then to see the form uni
que to Lost Tales (c. 1916-17) used in a sentence apparently
written during the composition of the chapter "The Riders
of Rohan" (c. 1941-42) in The Lord o f the Rings. At that time,
with paper in short supply, Tolkien was in the habit of
reusing sheets already written on one side, so it is tempting
to suppose that here he has made use of a sheet bearing
notes made back in the days of the Lost Tales. The difficulty
with this hypothesis is that among the other linguistic
notes on the manuscript page is a cluster of words which
appear to be preliminary workings for die name D ag orn u i-n G iliath or D ag or-n u in -G iliath , the "Battle-underStars", which first appears as an emendation of D ag o r-osG ilia th in the Later Annals, and in a m arginal note in the
Quenta Silmarillion, all dated to c. 1930-37. 4 (The concept
that the First Battle was "the Battle under Stars" emerges
as an addition in the Qenta Noldorimva o f 1930, where the
form Cuivienen, K u ivien en is already firmly established,
cf. The Shaping o f M iddle-earth, pp. 7 6 ,84,103.)

,13

The retention of long vowel in K o iv ien en i beside short
vowel in the locative K o iv ien en issen is due to a regular
rule in Quenya such that unstressed long vowels were
shortened. Primary stress occurs on the second-to-last (or
penultimate) syllable if that syllable is long (as -ne-) or
closed (as -nis-), but occurs on the third-to-last syllable if
the penultimate is short. Tolkien's examples include I-s ildur, E-len-tA-ri vs. Q .-ro-m e, E -res-se-a. A n -c a -li-m a (IIIApp. E I). There is also "som e degree of stress" on the first
syllable of the word, according to the notes on Galadriel's
Lament. It appears that initial syllable and primaiystressed syllable are the positions where inherited long
vowels are retained, and this leads to variation in the
length of cognate syllables in longer words and names.
Thus A l-ta -r i-e l (U-266) beside genitive A l-ta -r i-e l-lo in
the Elvish subtitle of the Lament; Ett-dor, E n-do-re 'Mid-
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dle-earth' beside allative E n-do-ren-na (III-245,393); ty em e-ld-tie 'I love you' beside in y e ty e-m e-la 'I too love you'
(LR-61).
Note that this rule can also account for the differences
betw een K u ivien en and K o iv ien en i (except for the varia
tion ui/oi) if we suppose original singular *kuivie-n en
beside plural *k oiv ie-n en -i. In The Silmarillion (p. 99) there
is an allusion to "the Avari that remained by the waters of
their aw akening", so that the existence of a singular
ku ivien en implies plural *ku ivien en i with essentially the
same meaning. And such late forms as c o ir e 'stirring' and
c o im a s 'life-bread/ derived from the same root (S-357)
with variation ui/oi, point to the continued existence of a
variation*k oiv ien en pi. k o iv ien en i, with perhaps a slightly
different connotation like 'water(s) of stirring7 or 'water(s)
of coming to life/ but meaning basically the same thing as
K u ivien en in reference to the history and geography of
Middle-earth.
m en n ai :. "until". The Etymologies s.v. M EN- gives the
noun m en 'place, spot.' M en n ai appears to be the allative
inflection of this noun, m en na 'toward the place,' con
tracted w ith the conjunction i 'that7 (cf. n a i 'maybe, be it
that7<na-i). Thus m en n ai literally means 'toward the place
(in time) that,' and it is used in the sentence as a conjunc
tion that introduces the clause O rom e tan n a len de i eren ekkoitan [n ]ie.
O rom e : The Koivieneni Sentence presents a unique
version of the story of the coming of Orome to the Waters
of Awakening, in w hich it is said that he went there with
the purpose of awakening the Elves. The closest of the
published versions is that in The Book o f Lost Tales. There
Orome is present at the time of the event: "Behold the
woods of the G reat Lands . . . are full of a strange noise.
There did I wander, and lo! 'twas as if folk arose betimes
beneath the latest stars." (LT-114.) Again on the next page
it says: "There had Orome heard the awaking of the Eldar,
and all songs name that place Koivie-neni or the Waters of
A wakening." It is clear in that version, however, that
Orome's presence at the Waters was by chance not design,
and it is said that Iluvatar himself awoke the Elves. In all
subsequent versions the Elves are said to awake before the
arrival of Orome. In The Silmarillion the Elves "began to
m ake speech and to give names to all things" before
Orome came upon them "as it were by chance", and what
he first heard was "afar off many voices singing" (p. 49).
W e can rectify these discrepancies only so far. The
version in which Orome was nearby to hear the Elves
awaking agrees literally with their being asleep until he
arrived. And the phrasing "that he might awake them"
expresses his intention rather than stating whether Orome
actually awoke the Elves. The actions of the Valar may
serve Iluvatar's ends in ways they do not anticipate, and
the qualifying phrase "as it were by chance" in the Silmaril
lion account implies that Orome's discovery may have
been "intentional" on a deeper level.15 The tales and an-
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nals say little about Orome's m otives in journeying to the
Waters of Awakening, only that he "would ride too at
whiles in the darkness of the unlit forests . . . pursuing to
the death the monsters and fell creatures of the kingdom
of Melkor" (S-41), presumably to decrease some of the
dangers there for the coming of Elves and Men. W e might
infer that Orome harbored a hidden wish to find and
awaken the Elves, but only the present text actually sug
gests this.
tan na : "thither". The pronoun t a 'that, it7 is given in
The Etymologies as a derivative of the demonstrative stem
TA- 'that,' and tan n a must be the allative inflection of ta,
literally 'toward that7 or 'toward it.' Two other Quenya
words for 'thither7 occur in the corpus, each derived from
this same stem with a suffix indicating location or direc
tion. The entry TA - gives ta r 'thither7 (and its earlier,
hypothetical form H ad). A comparable suffix -r occurs in
several words such as m ir 'to the inside, into' (LR-373), y ar
'to whom' (in Nieninque), and v e a r 'in the sea' (in OM2).
The form tan d e 'thither7 is found in Nieninque, and the
ending -n de must be related to that seen in such Quenya
place-names as E len d e 'Elfland' (LR-223), In g o lo n d e 'Land
of the Gnomes' (LR-377), and K a la k iry a n (de), the region
in and near the entrance to the ravine of Calacirya in
Eldamar (mentioned in Tolkien's notes on Namarie).
This adverb precedes the verb in what is probably
normal word-order in Quenya tan n a lende. In English
Orome thither came would be less normal than Orome came
thither, though both are grammatical. Because of this dif
ference in usage Tolkien's translation does not match up
precisely line for line with the Quenya.

Line 3
len de : "cam e". 3rd person singular verb, past tense of
linna 'go' (LR-368 s.v. LED - 'go, fare, travel') or les ta - 'to
leave' (LR-356). The latter form was apparently aban
doned, when its base ELED- 'go, depart, leave' was
changed to a base ELED- 'Star-folk, Elf/ though lestacould still derive from * le d -ta - with change of d t > Q s t as
in *w ed -ta > v e s ta 'contract' (LR-397). Under base LEDthe past tense form len de is rendered 'went, departed/ and
the form linna 'go' is given after this parenthetically, pos
sibly to suggest that it is not a regular development from
this base, but comes from some other source.
The past tense len d e is formed directly from the base
LED- plus the past ending -n e w ith change of dn > Q nd
as in *ad n o > a n d o 'gate' (LR-348). So len de (for *led-ne)
and parallel rende (for *red-ne) pa.t. of rerin 'I sow' <RED(LR-383) have the same construction as tir-ne pa.t. of tirin
T watch/ or tam -n e pa.t. of tam in 'I tap.' And the same
past tense formation, with derived stem in the position of
the root, explains o n ta-n e < o n ta - 'beget, create' (LR-379),
sin ta-n e < sin ta - 'fade' (LR-392), etc.
L en de is nonspecific with regard to whether the motion
referred to is toward or away from the speaker, so it is
glossed as both 'came' and 'went, departed.' The same is
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true of English go in its broadest sense 'move/ It means
'move away7 only insofar as it is opposed to come 'move
toward/ as in phrases like come and go. W e also have A r
Sauron len de num enorenna 'And Sauron came toNumenor/ in the first version of the Eressean Fragment
(LR-56), and M elk o M a rd ello len de 'Melko has gone from
Earth/ in Firiel's Song (LR-72). Note that Melko did not
leave the Earth under his own volition, nor did Sauron
head in the direction of Numenor so much as allow himself
to be transported there. The point of saying O rom e tanna
len de for 'Orome came thither' instead of O rom e tan na
title m ay well be that Orome was not specifically heading
for Koivie-neni, not knowing before-hand where the Elves
would appear, but did "com e" there in his wanderings to
find there what he wished to find.
i : "th a t". This is an instance of the article i 'the' (derived
from the "deictic particle" I- 'that/ LR-361) used as a
relative pronoun introducing eren ek k o ita n [n ]ie as a sub
ordinate clause. It is comparable to the use of i translated
"w ho" twice in O rion 's Oath: n a i tiruvantes i h arar
m a h a lm a ssen 'in the keeping of those (= may they guard
it) who sit upon the thrones/ and i Eru i or ily e m ah a lm a r
e a 'the One who is above all thrones' (U-305,317). W e have
noted that this also seems to be (etymologically) the second
element of the auxiliary verb or adverb n a i "m ay" or
"m aybe" said to be literally 'm ay it be that, be it that'
derived from nd-i. This occurs in the Oath and also in
Galadriel's Lament. The notes for the latter in The Road
Goes Ever On contain its derivation and the observation
that n a i "expresses rather a wish than a hope" (p. 68),
clarifying the original translation. (Conversely Arctic y a
ra to n ea is translated "and I hope it will be soon." This
seems to mean literally 'which soon might be/ expressing
rather a hope than a wish.)
eren ek k o ita n [n ]ie : "he m ight awake them." This com
plex verb form requires careful dissection. W e can begin
with the safe assumption that the element k o i- derives
from the root K O YO 'have life' (LT-257), whence k o i, k o ire
Tife/ k o iv a 'aw ake' and of course K o iv ie-n en i 'W aters of
Awakening.' This is related to c o ir e 'stirring/ the name of
the Elvish season between hriv e 'winter7and tu ile 'spring'
(III, App. D), and c o im a s 'life-bread' (= Sind, lem b as) in
The Silmarillion. Also note KUY- 'come to life,- awake'
(LR-366) with additional and alternate Q. forms in kidincluding k u iv e = k u iv ie 'awakening,' whence the name
Kuivienen.
O f particular interest is the derivation of N echui(w )
'awakening7< *et-ku iw e, which shows the use of the prefix
et- 'out, forth/ with little alteration in sense. (Compare
English idioms like wake out o f a sound sleep.) The Noldorin
and Sindarin spirant ch could result from earlier k k (as in
N Ihoch 'ringlet' < *lo k k o , LR-370, Sind, roch 'horse'
< *rokko, L-382), and this suggests that *et-ku iw e > *ekku iive before becoming N echuiw . E ren ekkoitan fn jie
shows that this assimilation of tk > k k took place in
Quenya as well, the verb stem e k k o it a - representing *et-
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k o i- ta - 'cause to wake up, stir out of sleep.'17 For other
verbs stems in -ta - that represent someone affecting the
action or status of someone or something else, cf. u sta'burn' (transitive), v a it a - 'to wrap' (LT-271), e s ta - 'to
name/ h o r ta - 'send flying, speed, urge/ tu lta - 'send for,
fetch, summon' (LR-356, 364, 395). The past tense of this
stem would be e k k o ita n e 'woke up, awakened.'
We have many verb forms where - ie - is part of the
inflection, such as an tu lien 'hath returned/ k a llie r e
'shone/ lu tier 'sailed/ u tu vien yes T have found it/
enyalien 'to recall/ etc. There are four other examples
where the verb form ends in ie without further suffix. W e
give them with their immediate context for comparison
with our present sentence. (L R -56,72.)
A r Sauron len de n u m en oren n a... la n tie nu Jtu in e...
o h ta k d r ie v a la n n a r ... m an w e ilu terhan te.
'And Sauron came to-Numenor ...fell under
shadow .. .war-made on-Pow ers.. .[Manwe world]
broke.'
T oi ain a, m dna, m e ld ie lto — enga m o r io m ta la n tie .
'They are holy, blessed, and beloved: save the dark
one. He is fallen.'
M elk o M a rd ello len d e: m arie.
'Melko has gone from Earth: it is good.'
E a ch o f th e se fiv e v e rb s eren ek k o ita n [n ]ie, la n tie ,
o h ta k d rie, ta la n tie and m arie lacks an explicit subject
noun in its ow n clause, and each is understandable
without it because the subject is mentioned or described
by the preceding "m ain" clause. The semantic subject of
eren ek k o ita n ln ]ie is Orome (the syntactic subject of lende);
the subjects of la n tie and o h ta k d r ie are possibly both
Numenor (which is an adverbial object of Sauron lende);
the subject of ta la n tie is the dark one (the object of the
preposition enga); while the semantic subject of m arie is
the fact that Melko has gone, i.e. the entire preceding
clause.
The ending - ie corresponds phonetically to the second
elem entin m an -ie 'what is it7(LR-59), w hichis presumably
related to the verb y e 'is' in Firiel's Song. It also cor
responds to the ending o f the infinitive en y a lie which
Tolkien mentions in his notes on Cirion's Oath: " en y a lien :
en- 'again/ y a l- 'summon/ in infinitive (or gerundial)
form en -y alie, here in dative 'for the re-calling/ but
governing a direct object, alca r: thus 'to recall or "com 
memorate" the glory.'- (U-317:) The term gerundial (short
for gerundial infinitive) means that this Quenya infinitive in
- ie has certain features like a gerund or verbal noun, such
as taking the dative case-ending to distinguish particular
functions of the infinitive. The gerundial rendering of
en y a lie would be "recalling" in the sense of the verbal
action as an abstract notion, e.g. Recalling one's successes can
bepleasant. As a noun en y a lie would be the nominative or
accusative to dative enyalien.
In this regard we should note that the name A ta la n tie
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'Downfall' is mentioned in The Letters where a footnote
describes "the stem V falaf used in Q. for 'slipping, sliding,
falling down/ of which a ta la n tie is a normal (in Q.) noun
form ation" (L-347, #257). Nothing suggests that this stem
is distinct from the base TA LA T- 'to slope, lean, tip' in The
Etymologies w ith verb t a lt a - 'to slope, slip, slide down' and
other forms, including the later additions " A talan te faprefix = complete) downfall, overthrow, especially as
name of the land of N um enor" and a ta lta 'collapse, fall
in.' Given the association of occasional noun pairs in - e :
- ie (cf. k u iv ie = k u iv e 'awakening,' mentioned above), it
seems that we are dealing here with a unified etymology
of a ta la n tie = a ta la n te 'downfall,' and that the "norm al"
abstract noun formation in -n -ie is historically identical
with the past tense gerundial infinitive. The verbs t a lta 'slope' and a t a lt a - 'collapse' are both from stem * ta la t(the second differing in the prefixed vowel meaning
'complete'), and each has past gerundial t a la n t ie /a t a la n 
t ie (with -n tie <-tnie), which we could render as 'a fall, a
falling, the occurrence of having fallen.' One way of look
ing at T o i a in a . . . enga m orio n : ta la n tie is that it means
'they are holy . . . save the dark one: a falling7 = 'whose
situation is a falling (in the past)' = Tie is fallen.'
W e have Q m a r a < *m agrd 'useful, fit, good (of things)'
<M A G - 'use, handle' given under base M A3- 'hand' (LR371). In Arctic this adjective can be used verbally to mean
'to be good' referring impersonally to the situation, if
indeed M a ra m es ta an n i v e la ty e en to "Goodbye till I see
you next" is literally an imperative le t it be good [with
you] till [the time] for me to see you next.' The gerundial
to m a r a T>e good' is m arie 'being good.' Used as in M ard e llo M e lk o len d e: m arie to sum up a situation as "being
good" it is equivalent to our saying 'and that is good.' W e
suggest that this Quenya idiom could be extended to
descriptions of concrete things "being good" = 'it is good,'
and thence also applied to personal verbs like ta lt a - 'to
slip' which can take persons as well as things as subject,
* ta ltie 'slipping7= 'it is slipping, he is slipping.' Thus with
the further distinction of past action ta la n tie "having
slipped" = 'it is fallen, he is fallen.'
Note that in the past tense gerundial infinitive ta la n tie
it is the n which marks the tense ( < *talat-n -ie-), the ending
- ie still having the same function it has in the present, that
of abstracting the verbal notion. In some verbs the past
tense is conveyed by long root vowel, whence our sugges
tion that o h ta k d r ie m ay be past gerundial infinitive
'having m ade w ar.'18 But w ith -n - as past marker, just as
we have len de 'w ent' ( < *led-ne) with metathesis beside
o rta -n e without metathesis, so we seem to have ta la n tie
(< *ta la t-n ie) besid ee k k o ita - n ie 'havingaw akened.'19
In the Koivieneni sentence the gerundial is introduced
by the relative i 'that,' expressing the wish of Orome in
coming. The past tense is used (apparently) because the
situation wished for i e k k o ita n ie 'the awakening' is in the
past, from the point of view of the speaker of the sentence.
Compare the English idiom, where might is etymologically
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the past tense of may, and we would say, H e came so that he
might awake them vs. H e will come so that he may awake them.
The word might has a life of its ow n with present and future
meaning (but indicating less certainty than may), and He
will come so that he might awake them is also grammatical.
But **He came so that h e may awake them is incorrect, show
ing that the remnant of a rule requiring past tense "sub
junctive" with past tense main verb to express a hypotheti
cal result or purpose in the past, is still in effect in English.
A similar rule applies in Latin, and may apply here in
Quenya.
Quenya also has a second infinitive form, i.e. "the bare
stem of the verb is used (as after 'see' or 'hear') as infini
tive." For example: M en k en u v a fa n e k ir y a m etim a hresta llo k ir a 'W ho shall see a white ship leave the last shore';
M an k en u v a lu m bor n a-h o s ta 'W ho shall see the clouds
gather.' (MC-214, 215, 221-3.) This fact is mentioned by
Tolkien off-handedly as part of his explanation of why the
latter example has a prefix: "W hen the bare stem . . . is used
. . . as infinitive n a- is prefixed if the noun is the object not
the subject." In other words he implies that while k iry a
'ship' is subject of k ir a 'leave,' lu m b o r 'clouds' is the object
of h o s ta 'gather,' and n a - is used to distinguish this fact.
The statement, as part of a conditional ("When the bare
stem of the verb is used . . .”), clearly accomodates the
description of e n y a lie as "infin itive", implying that in
some constructions (including after 'see' and 'hear') the
bare stem is used, but in other constructions another infini
tive form may be used. Both of these implications are
important to our situation, where we have parallel read
ings i eren ek k o ita n [n ]ie 'that he m ight awake them' and
na s e n e k k o ita 'to awake them,' clearly close in meaning,
with the latter containing a preposed n a and the bare stem
of our verb e k k o it a 'aw ake.' The function of n a m ay be to
indicate that sen - 'them ' is the object in this case as well.20
This brings us at last to the prefix eren - which by
process of elimination would mean 'them .' It is clearly
related to sen - in the alternative form of the sentence, with
the phonetic change of s>z>r betw een vowels. For the
etymology of sen - we can point to the partly enigmatic
information in Etymologies under S- described as a
"demonstrative stem." This entry begins with "su, so he
(cf. - s o inflexion of verbs); st, s e she (cf. -s e inflexion of
verbs)." Various Noldorin pronouns ho, he, ha, etc. are
given next, but aside from the indication that their vowels
can be either short or long, the pronouns su, s o , si, s e are
not identified as either Primitive Qendian or Qenya. Per
haps they are both. W ith shift of s>r we seem to have so,
s o 'he' in a n ta r o ta 'he gave it7and a n tav d ro 'will he give'
(LR-63). In any case it seems likely that sen - derives from
this se 'she' with the addition of the plural marker -n
mentioned above. And note that object pronouns can be
suffixed or prefixed as with t a 'that, it7in a n ta r o ta 'he gave
it,' but in the same passage ty e-m eld n e T love thee' and
in y e ty e-m ela T too love thee' (LR-61), with ty e 'you, thee.'
The precise function of the initial e- in erenek-
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k o it a n M ie is not clear. It m ight be the particle e 'indeed'
(LR-63). Or it m ay be that eren - is to sen - more or less as
ely e 'even thou' is to -ly e 'thou' in Galadriel's Lament.
These may in fact be the same element, since in context in
E ntan an ta v a r o ? 'W hat will he give indeed?' it is taken for
granted that Iluvatar will give something to each in the
afterlife, and the emphasis of "indeed" is on the doubt
about "w hat" that something will be. There is no sugges
tion of emphasis like "indeed" or "even" in the Koivieneni
translation, however, so it is worth considering another
possibility.
In a contrast like h iru v aly e 'thou shalt find' vs. ely e
hiru va the verb form remains a constant, while the inflec
tion -ly e 'thou' alters in position. We could suppose a
similar contrast of * s e n -e k k o ita ly e 'thou awakest them' vs.
*ely e s e n -e k k o it a 'even thou awakest them.' But the "bare
stem " o f the verb can be used like an infinitive w ith im
plicit repetition of the subject of the main sentence, as
O rom e len de n a s e n -e k k o it a 'Orome'came to awake them'
= 'Orome cam e so that he awakes them.' In effect sen -ek
k o it a by itself means Tie awakes them.' So we have the
following analogical pattern when we remove -ly e from
each phrase:
* s en -e k k o ita -ly e
'thou awakest them'
*sen -e k k o ita
'he awakes them'

*e-lye sen -e k k o ita
'even thou awakest th e m ':
*e s e n -e k k o ita
'even he awakes them.'

In other words, since both verb stem and emphatic particle
can take explicit pronoun suffix, if a verb stem by itself
implicitly refers to a previous subject, then the particle e
'indeed' can do the same, so that we have in effect e 'even
he.'
Such a particle might quite naturally retain stress as a
separate word when used to emphasize the subject 'he,
she, it.' But it might also be used simply to make the subject
explicit, e.g. to say literally 'came so that he awakes them'
- *lende i e s e n -e k k o ita (contrasting with im plicit subject
in len de n a s e n -e k k o it a 'came to awake them'). Without
emphatic meaning there would probably be no separate
word stress on the e 'he,' and it m ight well merge with the
object prefix, yielding e-sen - 'he-them.' (Compare com
pound subject-object pronoun suffixes -n y e-s 'I-it,' Im e-t
'we-them.') And if the construction had emerged early
enough in the history of Quenya it would have par
ticipated in the shift of s >r yielding the prefix eren- 'hethem.' Thus e r en -e k k o ita would be Tie-them awakes,'
eren -ek k o ita n [n ]ie = 'he-them having awakened,' and
lende i e r en -ek k o ita n [n ]ie 'came so that [it be] he-them
having awakened' = 'came that he might awake them.'
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Notes

1. Taumhas also noted that the sentence and other linguistic material are
handwritten in black ink, and that this whole side of the manuscript
was struck through with three diagonal strokes in pencil.
2. In the Marquette collection this manuscript is located in Series 3 (The
Lord of the Rings), Box 9 (Appendices), Folder 13 (Appendix E "Writ
ing and Spelling").
3. The existence of two adverbs closely parallel in meaning is remarkable
but not unusual. English besides long as adverb has longly (now
archaic or dialectal); and Latin besides its normal adverb longe 'a long
way off, for a long while' has the rarer forms longiter and longum, all
three derived from adjective longus. In Quenya andave may be an
historically newer form than undo, since it looks transparently like
anda 'long' +ve 'like, as/ and seems to have a more generic meaning,
not just 'for a long time' but also 'at great length, greatly.'
4. Voro 'ever, continually' also occurs in The Etymologies (s.v. BOR-), c.
1937-38.
5. For the partitive singular -o, which in Third Age Quenya had merged
with the genitive, cf. Oiolosseo 'from Mount Everwhite' in Namarie.
6. For a similar example of a case ending added to an adjective rather than
the noun it modifies, cf. Elendil Vorondo 'of Elendil the Faithful' in
Cirion's Oath, and Tolkien's note about this in U-317.
7. Cf. our discussion of lalanti- in "Bird and Leaf; Image and Structure in
Narqelion", Parma Eldalamberon 9, pg. 19.
8. The past tense form of caita 'lies' may well be *kaine. The Etymologies
gives examples of verbs where the present tense has root + deriva
tional suffix but the past tense has only root + -ne without the other
suffix. Thus with suffix -ya in the present we have farya- 'suffice,'
pa.t. fame (s.v. PHAR-) and vanya- 'go, depart, disappear,' pa.t.
vanne (s.v. WAN-), and with suffix-ta in the present lesta- 'to leave'
( <*led-ta-), pa.t. lende ( <*led-ne). This last pair given under base
ELED- was abandoned when that base (source of Q Elda) was
changed to connect with EL- 'star,' but it displays the same principle
at work in a derivative similar to caita in formation.
The past tense form kaire 'lay' does not derive directly from
either caita 'lies' or *kaine 'lay.' It occurs only in the phrase Kaire
laiqa'ondoisen kirya 'the white ship lay upon the rocks,' in OM1. We
can note that the suffix -re occurs in the same poem also in kirya
kalliere kulukalmalinen 'the ship shone with golden lights,' which
may be reflexive in sense, i.e. 'the ship shone with its own lights.' So
the literal sense of kirya kaire ondoisen may be 'the ship laid itself
upon the rocks,' distinct from eldar kakainen Koivienenissen where
the Elves had not lain down of their own accord.
9. Perhaps linganer is a shortened form of *lingane-re parallel to kalliere,
kaire mentioned above.
10. Such English constructions as "hear the wind to have roared" are
grammatical but somewhat cumbersome, so they are not used very
often except in literal translations from languages like Greek or Latin
where past infinitives and participles occur more frequently. The
English present infinitive and participle have a broader and more
timeless meaning, usually made explicit only by the context.
11. It is remarkable that the result of this combination -ne = past action +
-n = dative of means, yields asuffix -nen identical with theinstrumental singular case ending. This is used in Galadriel’s Lamentin laurie
lan tar lassi surinen 'like gold fall the leaves in the wind' = 'before the
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leaves fell there was an action of wind that caused it/ past action as
means. It seems quite possible that the dative of the past infinitive is
the etymological source of the instrumental case.
12. This is frequently added to one-syllable bases, as vanya 'beautiful' (cf.
Vana, base BAN), min-ya 'first,' mer-ya 'festive,' kot-ya 'hostile,' etc.
But -ya is also added to longer derivatives, as herenya 'fortunate' <
herett 'fortune' (base KHER- 'govern'), tiumenya 'western' < numen
'west,' etc.
13. It is punctuated there as Koivie-neni. On the "World-Ship" drawing
(LT-84) it appears as Koivieneni with a short e in neni, although
transcribed as Koivieneni in the accompanying list of names. The e is
also short in Neni Erumear 'Outermost Waters' on the drawing.
Perhaps these are examples of the "consistent system of accentuation
for Elvish names" that Christopher Tolkien "adopted, though
hesitantly" (LT-11) , e.g. always using Palurien although Tolkien
wrote Palurien, Paliirien, Palurien erratically.
14. See LR-107,249 and the commentary on 88, p. 255.
15. Qneis reminded of Gandalf's comment on the finding of the One Ring:
"Behind that there was something else at work, beyond any design
of the Ring-maker. I can put it no plainer than by saying that Bilbo
was meant to find the Ring, and not by its maker." (1-65.)
16. For examples of suppletion (the combination of unrelated forms into a
single paradigm) in the same semantic area as linna vs. lende, cf.
English go pa.t went; Greek ep^ogott 'come, go' pa.t. T|Xv9ov; Welsh
myned 'to go/ &'goes' pa.t. aeth. English went was originally the past
tense of the verb wend (cf. send pa.t. sent). The etymology of linna is
unclear, but perhaps compare the plural adjective linte 'swift' in
Namdrie.
17. The development of original tk into Q kk and N, Sind, ch is not
universal. Contrast *et-kele 'issue of water, spring/ which led to a
metathesized form *ektele and thence to Q eh tele (not "ekkele) and
N eithel (not **echel), Sind, eithel 'well/ LR-363, S-358,360.
18. Note that the gerundial *(u)tulie 'having come' with its idiomatic
usage to mean Tie is come, he is finished coming' with previously
mentioned subject, might have led by analogy to use with other
personal subjects 'I, we, you, the/ by the addition of personal en
dings. Thus we have Aragom's utulien "I am come" = 'I have come'
(ffl-245f).
19. If the correct reading of the verb form is erenekkoitannie then wehave
an extra it to account for in the structure. Perhaps a past gerundial
such as *ekkoita-n-nie was remodelled on *ekkoita-n-ie. We saw that
the gerundial ending -ie is phonetically the same as the compound
form of ye 'is' in such words as man-ie 'what is it/ and perhaps this
points to the origin of the ending. But we also have Quenya forms of
the verb 'to be' which begin with n, as nd 'is/ nai 'be it that/ nea 'I
hope it will be/ coexisting beside forms without n, such as ea 'is, it is,
let it be' (S-325, U-305). It seems possible then that a form 'nye or *nie
was modelled on ye by analogy, and thus that -nie was substituted
for-fein the past gerundial ending, -n-ie > -n-nie. This is speculative,
of course.
20. In English we use word order to distinguish the pronominal subject
of an infinitive from the object, e.g. He wanted them to awake vs. He
wanted to awake them, but a similar sort of Quenya device such as
pronoun prefix vs. suffix would not be available here since the
bare-stern infinitive is by definition suffixless.
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